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Home of the all new
VSM G3!

Installation Instructions

Adapter Plate for TomTom 520/720/920
Part # TT-42
Please read all instructions thoroughly before proceeding.
Installation Tips
TT-42 Adapter

1642 Amps Adapter
This Adapter requires
a mounting solution to
complete an
installation within a
vehicle

This TomTom Adapter is produced specifically for the model specified above. These adapters require a mount, whether vehicle specific
or universal, to be properly installed. The combined adapters attach directly to a VSM, VSM Legend or VSM G3 style mount in addition
to any of the universal mounts from Pro.Fit International. The TT-42 Adapter and the 1642 Amps Adapter plate snap together. This
should be done only after the 1642 Amps Adapter has been securely bolted to the mounting solution. It is best to preassemble all parts
with the TomTom GPS in order to confirm the mounting location and functionality once mounted in the vehicle.

Step One:
After selecting the mount for your vehicle, bolt the 1642 Amps Adpater to the mounting platform. Place the TT-42
Adapter onto the 1642 Amps Adapter and snap down over the 4 tabs to lock into position.
Step Two:
Place the TomTom GPS onto the TT-42 Adapter and slide down onto square tab.
Step Three:
If the mount selected is adjustable, swivel to the desired position.

Pro.Fit International
offers several
mounting solutions for
this Adapter

Note:

Pro.Fit International specializes in vehicle specific and universal mounting solutions for cars,
trucks, SUV’s and semi trucks. Go to: www.pro-fit-intl.com
© 2008 Pro.Fit International, Inc.
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